Changes of body balance before and after total knee arthroplasty in patients who suffered from bilateral knee osteoarthritis.
It is still controversial whether simultaneous or staged total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is most desirable for patients with bilateral knee osteoarthritis. We retrospectively evaluated changes in balance among patients with bilateral osteoarthritis who underwent staged TKA using a gravicorder. Patients were stratified into two groups: the unilateral group (UG) (22 patients) consisted of patients who did not undergo a second TKA within 24 months of the first TKA, and the bilateral group (BG) (20 patients) were those who had a second TKA within 12 months after initial TKA. The mean gravity center position (GCP), which indicates the translation of GCP in the mediolateral direction between pre- and post-TKA shifted to the operative side in both groups after initial surgery. While the GCP was maintained on the same side in UG over 2 years follow-up, in BG it moved to the opposite side and approached a central position after the second TKA. Locus length of GCP (LG), which indicates postural control function by proprioceptive reflex showed significant improvement after initial TKA in UG, while BG showed significant improvement after the second TKA. The degree of LG improvement after initial TKA may indicate the necessity of a second TKA for patients with bilateral osteoarthritis. The current study suggests that simultaneous bilateral TKA is not always necessary for patients with bilateral knee arthritis, and that properly performed rehabilitation such as improving postural sway after initial TKA might attenuate the timing for the second TKA.